
A simple yet powerful 
HRMS tool to manage your 
company better.

A feature packed tool for new age companies
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Web application & Admin panels

Mobile App

Navigator is Different From Other 

HRM Softwares it provides 360 
Degree Organization View, 
Higher Employee Satisfaction 
and Ease of Management


Team Directory

Company Assets

Leave Management

Reward Management

Sprint Management

Manage employee provisions & assets on 
the go

Monitor & manage every leave request 
in real-time

Create a culture of continuous 
recognition and appreciation.

Organize and schedule your projects and 
sprints

Tracking employee data & skills has 
never been easier.

Ensure security by enlisting all company 
assets in one place.

Get complete leave history of your 
employee’s with this features.

Assign different rewards and it’s quantity 
for each level.

Create multiple projects, define client 
name and project colors.

Assign tasks to one or more team 
members with Drag & Drop feature.

Understand people who are under-skilled 
to further provide them with training 
programs.

Easily distinguish between issuable and 
non-issuable assets.

Track employee’s available leaves, 
approved leaves, rejected or pending, 
etc. when required.

Reward their employees fairly, equitably 
and consistently in accordance with 
their performance.

Create sprints inside the project and add 
due date, attachments, ratings inside 
multiple phases.

Add multiple phases in a sprint with tasks 
checklist and due dates.

Identify people with various skills.

Keep a pulse on every asset by not 
worrying about any misuse or theft.

Approve or reject all employee leave 
requests from one panel.

Keep a track of the competition 
between all employees using our 
Leaderboard.

Define sprint status as ONGOING, 
PENDING and COMPLETED.

Easily pick employees with their best 
skills for a particular sprint.

Track which employee owns which 
assets.

Download complete leave history of the 
employees in  of an Excel sheet.
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Other Important Features

Made with love by 

Key Deliverable
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